We demonstrate that by means of a local top-gate current oscillations can be observed in extended, monolayered films assembled from monodisperse metal nanocrystals -realizing transistor function. The oscillations in this metal-based system are due to the occurrence of a Coulomb energy gap in the nanocrystals which is tunable via the nanocrystal size. The nanocrystal assembly by the Langmuir-Blodgett method yields homogeneous monolayered films over vast areas. The dielectric oxide layer protects the metal nanocrystal field-effect transistors from oxidation and leads to stable function for months. The transistor function can be reached due to the high monodispersity of the nanocrystals and the high super-crystallinity of the assembled films. Due to the fact that the film consists of only one monolayer of nanocrystals and all nanocrystals are simultaneously in the state of Coulomb blockade the energy levels can be influenced efficiently (limited screening).
Introduction
Isolated conductive particles with dimensions in the nanometer range possess very small (self-) capacities. Charging such islands with electrons requires a certain energy, due to Coulomb repulsion, which amounts to E C = e 2 /2C, with e the elementary charge and C the capacity of the island. At low temperatures the thermal energy of the electrons is not sufficient to overcome the charging energy. This leads to a virtually insulating character of the structures.
The phenomenon is known as Coulomb blockade. The blockade regime can be overcome either by applying a large enough bias at which electrons start to tunnel via the nanocrystal, or by thermally activated electron hopping. For a lithographically defined tunnel-junction this was demonstrated in the late 1980s by Fulton and Dolan [1] . Later, this has also been shown for one individual nanocrystal [2] or a few ones [3] . The introduction of a gate electrode leads to three-terminal devices which act as single electron transistors. The gate voltage manipulates the energy level of the island. By tuning the gate voltage the number of electrons on the island can be adjusted. This was also demonstrated for one [4, 5] or a few [6, 7] individual nanocrystals. An overview about the foundations, prospects, and applications in the field of single-electron devices can be found in the review by Likharev [8] .
In a macroscopic crystal with atoms as constituents the electronic behavior is mainly determined by the energy levels of the atoms, the coupling between adjacent sites, and the symmetry of the solid. These properties are not free to choose but given by nature. In assemblies of "artificial atoms" like nanocrystals it is possible to control these properties by the used material (work function), by the size and shape of the nanocrystals, by the coupling determined by the organic ligands, and by their assembly. The tunable character of the superstructures makes them interesting model systems for charge transport studies in confined systems [9] [10] [11] [12] and a vast number of experimental and theoretical results have been published dealing with the transport through nanocrystal arrays [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For example, a decrease of the distance between adjacent nanocrystals increases the coupling between them and yields in a decrease of the Coulomb charging energy of the individual conductive islands. Eventually, this leads to a transition from insulating to metallic behavior (Mott-Hubbard transition) [19] [20] [21] . Researchers have observed that in such films charging effects occur attributed to Coulomb blockade [22] [23] [24] . The transport has been described by various theories [25] [26] [27] . Often the current-voltage curves of granular films can be fitted with the equation of Middleton and Wingreen
The threshold voltage V T and the exponent ζ depend on the dimensionality of the film. The non-linear increase in conductivity above the threshold voltage V > V T is attributed to the opening of conduction paths in the film. For roughly two-dimensional films the value for ζ has been found experimentally to be about 2.25 and for fractal films to be around 4.12 [29] [30] [31] . In theoretical considerations values of ζ = 1 have been 3 predicted for one-dimensional structures such as chains of nanocrystals and a value of ζ = 5/3 for two-dimensional films [28] .
Devices founded on new principles with promising new functions, higher performance, or reduced production costs should anyhow be reliable, large-scale producible, and CMOS compatible [32] . One branch of material synthesis which fulfills these requirements is colloidal chemistry [33] . Today, the control over nucleation and growth phases of nanocrystals allows tayloring the crystal size, while the amount and nature of ligand molecules and precursors permits control over shape, surface properties, and atomic composition of the nanocrystals [34] . In some systems it is possible to synthesize such structures with almost atomic precision and in macroscopic amounts [35, 36] . The colloidal synthesis of nanocrystals is comparatively fast, inexpensive, and scalable. This enables one to spread nanocrystals easily and homogeneously by e.g. spin-coating onto flat surfaces such as silicon or silicon oxide [37] . One method which is able to generate monolayered highly ordered films over vast areas is the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method [38] . This delivers an experimental access to the percolative transport through such films [39, 40] . In a new approach we deposited nanocrystals onto diethylene glycol as subphase with an intermediate polarizability [38, 41, 42] . This methodology yields highly ordered metal nanocrystal films over unprecedented vast areas in the micrometer up to the centimeter range.
We demonstrate that in monolayered films of well-organized metal nanocrystals current oscillations can be observed using a local top-gate realizing transistor function. Instead of the semiconductor band gap, the physical basis of the device is the Coulomb energy gap, a property which is tunable by the nanocyrstal size. We attribute the success to the high quality of the nanocrystals, of the film, and the atomic layer deposition (ALD) oxide that we used as gate dielectric. Since the film consists of only one monolayer of nanocrystals and all are simultaneously in the state of Coulomb blockade screening is limited and the energy levels can be influenced efficiently.
Experimental Section
Cobalt-platinum nanocrystals were were synthesized by simultaneous reduction of platinum acetylacetonate separately degassed three times at room temperature and injected quickly into the mixture under vigorous stirring.
After stirring for one hour at the injection temperature, the temperature was increased to 230
• C for two additional hours. The obtained particles were precipitated with 2-propanol, centrifuged, and re-suspended in toluene.
For the monolayer preparation by the Langmuir-Blodgett method the nanocrystals were washed two more times, re-suspended in toluene and spread onto the diethylene glycol subphase. After the toluene was evaporated, the nanoparticles were compressed by the barrier with a speed of 2 mm/min to a target pressure of 10 mN/m. The film was held at the target pressure for about two hours, allowing the film to relax and to rearrange.
The oxide layers were prepare by ALD from trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water in a self-made ALD reactor using nitrogen as carrier gas. TMA was kept at room temperature, water at 40
• C, and the samples were heated to 100
Each ALD cycle consisted of the following sequence: TMA pulse (0. 
Results and discussion
For the nanocrystals we chose a cobalt-platinum synthesis under Schlenk conditions which was published by Shevchenko et al. [43] and applied in previous experiments [38, 41, 42] . The cobalt-platinum nanocrystals formed highly ordered monolayer films, wherein the particles were arranged in hexagonal domains. The quality of the nanocrystals has also been checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure S2 (see Supporting Information) shows a diffractogram of the spherical and the cubic nanocrystals. There are almost no differences between the two diffractograms, showing that the spherical and cubic nanocrystals have the same composition.
Classically, spin-and dip-coating [44] are used to prepare films of nanocrystals. Those methods are usually not suitable for high quality monolayers of nanocrystals. Thus, we developed an approach to prepare 2D structures based on the Langmuir-Blodgett method [38, 41, 42] . The high quality of the monolayers can be seen in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). In the Langmuir-Blodgett trough the films reach a size of 5 cm × 7 cm. The monolayer was then deposited onto the surface of a Si/SiO 2 -wafer (with 300 nm thermal oxide) with dimensions of 1 cm × 1 cm. The 6
FIG. 2: 2-terminal measurements. (A) Conductivity dID/dVDS of a film using spherical nanoparticles. At low temperatures the film is in Coulomb blockade which can better be seen in (B) which shows the same data on a log-scale. (C) shows the data for a film using cubic nanoparticles. (D) shows the data on a log-scale. Both films are covered with 77 nm of Al2O3.
substrate was patterned by electron-beam lithography defining gold electrodes with a width of 1 µm (corresponding to ca. 110 particles) and an inter-electrode distance of 1.2 µm (corresponding to ca. 130 particles). On top of this structure, we deposited the nanocrystal film by the Langmuir-Blodgett method. Subsequently, we deposited different thicknesses (55 nm, 77 nm, and 150 nm) of aluminum oxide layer by ALD. On top of the aluminum oxide,
we performed an additional electron-beam lithography step in order to define a top-gate electrode precisely between the lateral contacts. The whole ensemble works as three-terminal device, a field-effect transistor. The top-gate, in contrast to a back-gate, allows for a more precise electrostatic control of the nanocrystal film. The device concept is shown in Figure 1A -C. The real device was imaged by scanning electron microscopy and is displayed in Figure 1D -E.
The lateral electrodes in Figure 1E are somewhat fuzzy since they are underneath the aluminum oxide layer, which is semi-transparent to the electron-beam. In Figure 1F a cross-section is displayed. It nicely shows the assembly of silicon oxide on highly-doped silicon, the important monolayer of metal nanoparticles, the ALD film, and finally the top electrode.
In order to characterize the properties of the constructed devices several electrical measurements have been performed. First, the devices have been evaluated by 2-terminal measurements. The conductance curves dI D /dV DS vs. V DS in Figure 2 show clearly that for spherical nanoparticles and temperatures below 10 K the film is completely in Coulomb blockade at biases below about 1.5 V (the corresponding I DS -V DS curves are shown in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). At higher temperatures the Coulomb blockade bias is reduced and at temperatures over 20 K it is completely lifted. Using the larger cubic nanoparticles the Coulomb blockade bias lies roughly at 0.5 V at 4.3 K. This is due to the lower activation energy for tunneling across the gaps between the cubic nanoparticles, in accordance with our earlier publication [42] .
The corresponding current-voltage curves can be fitted with the threshold voltage model from Middleton et al. [28] . We fit the current-voltage curves of spherical and cubic nanoparticles measured at 4.3 K and determine the ζ values and the threshold voltages (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). For the spherical nanoparticles we obtain a ζ value of about 3.0 and a threshold voltage of 1.6 V. The cubic nanoparticles show a threshold voltage at 0.6 V and we obtain a ζ value of 2.6. The different ζ values of the two different particle shapes are probably caused by the different packing of the film. The deviation in the threshold voltages is caused by the different Coulomb energies of the nanoparticles [42] . The ζ values are much higher than theory predicts [28] but in agreement with the experimental values from other groups [47] [48] [49] . For metallic 2D nanocrystal arrays ζ values of 2 to 2.5 were determined, depending on the size distribution of the nanoparticles. For multilayer nanocrystal films ζ values of about 2.6 to 3 were determined [13, [47] [48] [49] . Gold nanocrystal arrays with strong topological inhomogeneities show ζ values of about 4 [50] .
FIG. 5: 3-terminal measurements of the lateral current as a function of temperature. Lateral current ID as a function of temperature at a bias of +3.0 V with spherical (A, B) and cubic (C, D) nanocrystal films (both covered with 77 nm of Al2O3). (A, C) relative change ID/ID,0; (B, D) absolute change ID-ID
Calculations and experimental results suggest that the charging energy only depends on the particles' selfcapacitance (C self ) and is almost independent of the inter-particle distance [42] . Thus, the charging energy is independent of the geometric capacitance, as well. This was demonstrated by calculations using the finite-element method. The geometrical capacitance starts to be predominant over the self-capacitance when the particles' diameter exceeds one micrometer. Therefore, the charging energy of smaller particles only depends on the dielectric constant (ǫ r ) of the interparticle medium and on the particles' radius. The dielectric constant of the interparticle medium was calculated by using the activation energy:
The activation energy is deducted from the slope of a corresponding Arrhenius plot. For spherical nanocrystal of 7.6 nm in diameter an activation energy of 20 meV and a dielectric constant of 9.5 was calculated. The self-capacitance of the spherical particle is thus 4.0 aF. These values are on the same order of magnitude as the values of earlier publications [42, 48] . (Fig. 2) . The peaks of the Coulomb oscillations are non-periodic, in accordance with the sequential tunneling of the electrons through multiple particles and pathways [51] . In relative terms, the Coulomb oscillations can be seen most clearly just above the threshold voltage, since at these conditions the electrical field is sufficient to overcome the Coulomb blockade through the whole film for the first time and the charge transport most probably takes place along a single path or a small number of branches.
If the bias is increased, the current flows through multiple pathways, which branch out and reconnect [28] , and the Coulomb oscillations become weaker. In absolute values, the oscillations are more pronounced for higher biases due to an overall higher current.
The oscillations in the I D -V tg curves can be understood by means of simulations of the electrostatic potential using the finite-element method. showing that the local electric potential and the electric field can nicely be tuned by a local top-gate. We attribute the oscillations in the I D -V tg curves to a change in the local electric potential.
The features in the I D -V tg curves shift to more positive gate voltages with increasing bias V DS and to more negative gate voltages with decreasing bias, which is in accordance with the picture of sequential tunnelling through multiple particles. At the half value of the bias V tg = V DS /2 the currents always show a local minimum. This is because at this top-gate voltage the maximum occurring electric field strength has a minimum.
For the temperature measurements we also swept the top-gate electrode voltage V tg from -4 V to +4 V (or from 0 V to +8 V). Exemplarily, we show the curves at a bias of +3 V (Fig. 5) . With increasing measurement temperature the Coulomb oscillations become weaker. In the relative value plots, the oscillations vanish completely above 20 K. At elevated temperature, conductance through the nanocrystal films is no longer determined by the Coulomb blockade.
In absolute terms, the oscillations become more pronounced with increasing temperature due to a higher current level, but also vanish above 20 K. The maximum temperature to observe Coulomb oscillations is 20 K. This is in accordance with the lift of the Coulomb blockade regime observed in the I D -V DS curves (Fig. 2 ). Figure 5A also shows that the modulation of the lateral current by the top-gate is on the order of ±5 %.
We also characterized samples with different Al 2 O 3 layer thicknesses, namely 55 nm, 77 nm, and 150 nm. This layer should be as thin as possible to ensure the strongest effect of the top-gate, but it has to be thick enough to prevent leakage current to the top-gate. The optimum layer thickness has to be determined experimentally. To conclude, the electrical measurements conducted in this work show that a Coulomb blockade based transistor using a two-dimensional colloidal metallic nanocrystal film is possible. For that, we used well-separated, well-organized nanoparticles in order to maintain the Coulomb blockade features of individual nanoparticles. Anyhow, the fixed interparticle distance of about 1 nm allows for an overlap of the wave function to enable tunneling. Due to the film height of only one monolayer of nanocrystals screening is limited and Coulomb oscillations were observed in the current vs.
top-gate voltage plots. With increasing measurement temperature, the oscillations weaken and disappear above 20
K. It was also found that with increasing distance between a top-gate electrode and the nanocrystal film, the effect of the top-gate voltage decreased. A change of bias led to a shift of the oscillation peaks. This was attributed to a change of the local electric potential. The prepared nanocrystal film devices using different batches of synthesized nanoparticles, with different particle shapes and sizes behave very reproducible and according to theory. They are 13 stable over time due to the protective oxide layer which at the same time is the top-gate dielectric. The processing of the metal nanocrystal transistor is comparatively simple, inexpensive, and CMOS compatible, whereat the particular transfer characteristics can lead to applications exhibiting new functionality. For the future, it should be possible to increase the temperature of operation by the use of even smaller nanoparticles.
